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Abstract. Alliteration is one of the leading stylistic features characteristic of the 
 Kalevala. This analysis of the translation of the Kalevala into Komi by Adolf Turkin 
shows that alliteration is fairly frequent in the target text. Examples of alliteration and 
data on the occurrences of alliteration in the translation allow the suggestion that the 
translator may have attempted to make use of consonant words. However, alliteration 
observed in the translation cannot be regarded as a characteristic phonetic factor that 
participates in the organisation of the text. It proves to be accidental, not structural (as it 
is in the original text of the Kalevala). In the translation, which has 5132 lines, allitera-
tion is observed in 1539 lines, or nearly in one-third of the translation. In the major part 
of the examples weak alliteration occurs; strong alliteration is fairly rare. In the text of 
translation, alliteration is expressed by different word-initial sounds, the overall number 
of which is 28 (21 consonants and 7 vowels). It is frequent in words that begin with the 
consonants [k], [v], [p], [m] and [s]. Among the occurrences of strong alliteration there 
are cases in which a syllable or the root of the word is repeated (25% in each case). The 
fact that the structural features of the Komi language differ from those of the Finnish 
literary language (and of the language of the Kalevala) explains the limitations in the 
translation of such a device as alliteration. From the point of view of the differences in 
the phonetic features it can be noted that Komi has, for example, 33 phonemes (7 vowels 
and 26 consonants) while in Finnish the phonemes are less numerous: 21 (8 vowels and 
13 consonants). Hence, words with the same initial consonants are fewer in Komi. As 
far as lexis is concerned, consonant-initial words that would make pairs of synonyms 
(both in the literary language and dialects) are fairly rare.
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1. Introduction

The term alliteration is considered to have been first used in Italy (Leino 
1970: 11, Semenova 2001: 113). The definition of this term by different 
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authors across cultures and languages has varied over time. Alliteration 
has been defined as the repetition of sounds in the word-initial, or in the 
stressed, syllable; the repetition of any consonants, or of combinations 
of consonants; and as the repetition of word-initial vowels. In Germany, 
for example, no differentiation has been made concerning the vowel 
and consonant sounds involved in alliteration. In the UK, an analogous 
attitude has been observed; although alliteration has also been viewed as 
a phenomenon that involves only the consonant sounds (word-initial as 
well as those that occur in any other position). Alliteration in Russia has 
been regarded to be consonance in which only similar consonants occur. 
Estonian researchers distinguish between consonance, which is synony-
mous to alliteration, and assonance, which is the repetition of vowels. 
Taken together, these kinds of repetition constitute the notion of initial 
rhyme (algriim) (Leino 1970: 11–12, Laugaste 1962: 531, Semenova 
2001: 113).

In the works of Finnish authors, alliteration has been regarded as the 
consonance of the consonant and vowel sounds that occur at the begin-
ning of the word; distinction has been made between strong and weak 
alliteration (vahva/heikko alkusointu). In the case of strong alliteration 
similar word-initial consonants followed by similar vowels, as well 
as similar word-initial vowels, occur in several words of a line. Weak 
alliteration is the repetition of similar consonants followed by different 
vowels, it may also be expressed by word-initial vowels that are not 
similar (Leino 1970: 11).

Examples of alliteration from the Kalevala: a) strong alliteration, 
b) weak alliteration
a) 

Pane paita palttinainen,
liitä liinan-aivinainen… (4: 171–172)

Otti olkisen orihin,
hernevartisen hevosen… (6: 5–6)

Put on a shirt of unbleached linen,
Upon it add a linen one… 

Took a stallion of the colour of straw,
A pea-green horse… 

b) 
Viikon vuotti Väinämöistä,
viikon vuotti, ei väsynyt… (6: 65–66)

Ei ollut iässä pilvi… (6: 87)

For long awaited Väinämöinen, 
Awaited long, was not tired… 

There was no cloud in the east…
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Alliteration is one of the leading stylistic features characteristic of 
Kalevala verse, which is based on eight-syllable trochaic lines. Allit-
eration is usually freely located within the line. Despite the fact that it 
belongs to one of the characteristic features of Kalevala verse, it is by 
no means obligatory: almost 20% of the Kalevala lines lack alliteration. 
Kalevala verse supposedly dates back to the Proto-Finnic period as it is 
known to exist in the poetry of the majority of the Finnic peoples. As to 
alliteration (and parallelism), it is older than the eight-syllable Kalevala 
line. Alliteration started developing when folk poetry was brought into 
being; it was a device used in the creation of the Kalevala poetic form 
(Leino 1970: 12).

2. Development and use of alliteration

According to Eduard Laugaste (1962: 531), alliteration started devel-
oping as word repetition. Later, the words were changed (or substi-
tuted) in order to achieve variation: the first syllable or sound remained 
unchanged, the subsequent sound was substituted, and the consonant or 
the vowel of the stressed syllable was changed.

Mentioning the opinion of other authors, Pentti Leino (1970: 18) thus 
describes the possible way of the development of alliteration (as well 
as of the rhyme and of the sound repetition in a line). Within a group 
of phrases, some of the sounds happened to be accidentally repeated. 
Both the speaker and the listener instinctively noticed that the phrases, 
in which repetition occurred, produced a special effect. Such phrases 
were memorised and later, when it was appropriate, they were used 
in order to emphasise an utterance. Analogous phrases were produced 
either involuntarily or deliberately – thus the use of alliteration (and of 
rhyme) was made more extensive.

The use of alliteration in the Finnic languages and, first of all, in the 
runes of Kalevala verse has been ascribed to the influence of Germanic 
languages. However, alliteration in the verses of Germanic and Finnic 
peoples might have had different roots and have developed apart. In the 
verses of other Finno-Ugric peoples, alliteration is known to be used in 
the Mordvin and Mari languages. It also occurs in Hungarian, Khanty, 
and Mansi verses (Leino 1970: 13, Laugaste 1968: 1881).

According to Pentti Leino (1970: 19), alliteration is in a natural way 
associated with the resources of a given language, its uses and develop-
ment largely depend on the structure of the language. Laugaste (1962: 
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532) notes that alliteration is most of all characteristic of the folklore of 
those peoples whose languages have word-initial stress.

Alliteration is considered to be one of the building blocks of verse 
and it also serves for mnemonic and aesthetic purposes. As a building 
block in a structure, alliteration requires that a word is followed on a 
line by another word of a definite type. Being tightly connected these 
words have, from the point of view of the content of the phrase, more 
significance than the other words, they cannot easily be changed or 
substituted. The meaning of the phrase is emphasised through allitera-
tion, which is based on the related words. Thus, alliteration influences 
the choice of words. With time, a great number of word combinations, 
stereotype expressions, and lines based on alliteration have been pro-
duced. Through the use of idiom-like and idiomatic word combinations, 
doublets and paired words in the language, alliteration has gradually 
grown into a system (Laugaste 1962: 531, Laugaste 1968: 1874).

Alliteration, which offers a reduced choice of words, eases the pro-
cess of memorising lines. This mnemonic function of alliteration is of 
great importance for the performers, or the transmitters, of oral poetry. It 
is realised in singing, as well as in minor forms, through the medium of 
stereotype expressions and certain combinations of words. The idioms 
that occur in many songs do not carry information about where they 
were first used. 

Folklore is transmitted through singing and speech, this is why 
alliteration as a medium that transmits sounds also produces a certain 
 aesthetic effect. The three functions of alliteration are manifested simul-
taneously (Laugaste 1968: 1874–1875, Leino 1970: 21).

Alliteration and parallelism are, according to researchers, interre-
lated. Both phenomena are particular types of repetition, which is a 
broad notion. Different kinds of repeated sound, words, lines, episodes, 
and ideas, including alliteration and parallelism, constitute one of the 
inherent components of runic verses. Within a parallel group, synonymy 
relations are observed between separate parts, due to this relationship, 
interdependence between the words that occur in the lines is established 
in the same way as in alliteration. Parallelism participates in the crea-
tion of images while alliteration has a role to play in the development 
of the images. The performer uses alliteration as an effective means that 
helps to develop the creation of an image (Laugaste 1968: 1880, Leino 
1970: 18).

Eduard Laugaste (1968: 1879–1880) in his analysis of Estonian folk 
verse has established that among the categories of words most  frequently 
used in alliteration are adjectives, numerals, nouns, and verbs. It is 
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our belief that a similar observation can be also made  concerning the 
 Kalevala runes. In fact, attributes, including numerals, are often used 
with the words they define to produce alliteration. Proper names and 
place names also occur as consonant words. Adverbs, pronouns, and 
conjunctions prove to be less liable to alliteration. The independent 
parts of phrases occur in alliteration twice as rarely as the parts that are 
dependent (or connected with another part of a phrase). The predicate 
and the object are the sentence members that are most frequently used 
for alliteration. 

As a rule, alliteration is observed within one line. However, it may 
be extended to further lines – over one, two, three, and sometimes even 
four lines, thus, it forms a chain. This happens rarely and has no  special 
significance, however, such alliteration causes strong dependence 
between the lines (Laugaste 1968: 1880, Laugaste 1962: 537).

Example:
Kävipä kivehen kirves,
kasa kalkkoi kalliohon;
kirves kilpistyi kivestä… (8: 155–157)

An axe hit the stone,
The tip of the blade – the rock; 
The axe bounced back off the stone …

With respect to the location of consonant words or pairs of words in a 
line, several types of alliteration can be identified, as shown below.

Alliteration, or the consonance, of 
• the first and the second word (1+2: Suihki sukkula piossa (8: 11) 

‘hummed the shuttle in the palm’); 
• the first and the third word (1+3: Kutsui neittä korjahansa (8: 119) 

‘[He] called the maiden into [his] sledge’); 
• the second and the third word (2+3: peitti maassa marjan varret 

(8: 189) ‘in the soil flooded [blood] the stems of the berries’); 
• two pairs of words: the first and the second word with the third and 

the fourth word (1+2, 3+4: rauta raukka, koito kuona (9: 272) ‘iron 
poor, miserable slag’); the first and the third word with the second 
and the third word (1+3, 2+4: En liiku omin lihoini (9: 507) ‘I don’t 
move by my body’). 

The consonance of two different pairs is only possible in lines that 
contain four or more words. Alliteration, which occurs in pairs of words, 
varies in its intensity – one pair usually has stronger consonance than 
the other pair or pairs (Semenova 2001: 115–116).
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Alliteration occurs not only in the Kalevala runes and in the Kale-
vala folklore verse. It can be found in proverbs, sayings, riddles, tongue 
twisters, counting rhymes, laments, as well as in the genres of prose. 
Alliteration plays a significant role in phraseology and it is used in con-
temporary poetry, in the language of advertisements, posters, and the 
titles of books and films. For this reason, alliteration is used neither as 
a criterion for drawing the borderline between new and old folklore, 
nor between ethnic and contemporary professional poetry (Leino 1970: 
12–13, Laugaste 1962: 531, 537).

Pentti Leino (1970: 22) distinguishes between structural (compul-
sory and facultative, or optional) alliteration and occasional (or acci-
dental) alliteration. The latter produces sound effects and is frequently 
found in lyric poems. The major criterion that he uses to differentiate 
between these two types is the occurrences of sound repetitions. Struc-
tural alliteration occurs more frequently than accidental alliteration. 
It remains active throughout the whole process of text creation, while 
occasional alliteration is activated only in separate points of the process. 
In the case of structural alliteration, the phonetic factor influences the 
choice of words more than, for example, rhyme and assonance do.

3. Kalevala and the Komi translation

Alliteration that occurs in the Kalevala is of the structural type. Acci-
dental alliteration is observed, for example, in Russian (Karhu 1978: 
124).

Examples of sound repetition in the Komi translation of the Kale-
vala by Adolf Turkin (runes 1–10, 34, 40, 41, 44: Turkin 1980, 1984, 
1985а, 1985b, 1985c, 1985d, 1987, 1991, 1996, 1999, 2000а, 2000b, 
2000c, 2000d, 2000e) can be considered accidental alliteration. Accord-
ing to the author, it is not possible to convey the stylistic device of 
alliteration used in the epic by means of the Komi language (Turkin 
1985e: 9). However, the analysis of the translation shows that allitera-
tion (as defined in the aforementioned Finnish tradition) appears fairly 
frequently in the Komi text. 

In the translation, which has 5132 lines, alliteration is observed in 
words that appear in 1539 lines. This means that alliteration occurs 
nearly in each third line of the translation. 

Alliteration is the most numerous in the lines of rune 9 (211 lines). 
It appears fairly frequently in the lines of the following runes: 4 (165 
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lines), 3 (149 lines), 10 (120 lines), 44 (119 lines), 40 (111 lines), 7 
(108 lines), 2 (106 lines), 1 (97 lines), 41 (77 lines), 8 and 34 (73 lines 
in each), 6 (66 lines) and 5 (64 lines). The occurrence of alliteration is 
the highest as a percentage in runes 9 and 44 (36% of the lines in each 
rune) and fairly high in runes 40 (33%), 4 (32%), 41 (31%), 1 and 34 
(30% in each rune). In the other runes alliteration is less frequent (in 
26–29% of the lines).

In the majority of cases weak alliteration is observed (1235 lines, or 
80% of the overall number of cases). Strong alliteration is fairly rare 
(249 lines, or 17%). In the remaining cases (55 lines, or 3%) alliteration 
of a mixed type, i.e. the consonance of two different pairs of words, 
occurs.

Alliteration that occurs in the translation is expressed by different 
word-initial sounds, the overall number of which is 28 (21 consonants 
and 7 vowels). The most frequent is the use of words that begin with 
the consonant к (34%, or one third of all the cases of consonance); 
less frequent are words with the consonant в at the beginning (23% of 
all consonance). The occurrence of words with other initial letters are 
comparatively few: п (11%), м (10%), and с (5%); in 15% of the cases 
of consonance, the sounds т, б, сь, л, ч, д, г, нь, й, ш, н, з, ж, дз, р, ль 
occur. Words with initial vowels (о, у, э, а, и, ö, ы) constitute 2% of all 
cases of alliteration. No alliteration is observed in words that begin with 
the sounds дь, дж, зь, тш, ть.

Strong alliteration, which occurs when there is a complete conso-
nance of the first syllable of the words involved, is observed in words 
with such combinations of sounds as ко, кö, во, вö, лу, ме, му, пö, кы, 
си, чу, до, по, йо (= ё), ве, сьы, ту, шо (the combinations of sounds are 
presented according to the descending frequency of occurrence). There 
are 64 variants of syllables that occur as strong alliteration. In 25% of 
the cases of strong alliteration, repetition of the same syllable occurs, 
the root of the word is also repeated in 25% of the cases.

Several types of alliteration are identified with respect to the number 
of words involved in consonance:

a-a,
а-a-a,
а-а-а-а,
a-a+b-b,
а-а+b-b-b.
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Either strong or weak alliteration is present in the first type. In the 
other types strong, weak, as well as mixed alliteration occurs. This 
means that one group of components creates strong alliteration and the 
other group creates weak alliteration.

a-a
This type of alliteration was found to be the most frequent in the 

translation – it occurs in 1365 lines (88% of the overall number of lines). 
In the majority of them (1138, or 83%), weak alliteration is observed. 
In the remainder of these lines (277, or 17%), strong alliteration occurs. 
As each line of the translation contains 5–7 words, the location of the 
consonant words in a line allowed the identification of 15 variations (out 
of 20 possible) in the pairs of words. The most frequent pairs are illus-
trated below (figures in brackets show the overall number of cases in 
which strong and weak alliteration, as well as vowel alliteration, occur).

1+2 (245):
Посни понöль вожъяс костысь (1: 55) ‘Of the branches of the thicket’; 
Паръяс помся гилялöны (1: 7) ‘The lips keep itching’; Увйысь увйö 
чеччалiсны (41: 36) ‘From one branch to another they jumped’.

1+3 (269):
Вына кияс вылö мыджсис (1: 326) ‘He leaned on the strong arms’; Кайяс 
чукöртiсны кывъяс (1: 68) ‘The birds have picked the songs’; Ошлöн 
паськыд ордым вылын (9: 127) ‘On the bear’s wide path’.

1+4 (161):
Новлi лун и новлi мöдöс (4: 158) ‘[I] carried for one day and carried for 
another one’; Медым луныс пуксис мича (1: 99) ‘So that the day would 
become beautiful’; Ачым тöда кöртлысь артмöм (9: 27) ‘I myself know 
how iron was born’.

2+3 (204):
Кöнi позис позтор вöчны (1: 181) ‘Where would a nest be made’; Сiйö вöлi 
валöн мамöн (1: 141) ‘She was the mother of the water’; Меным этша эськö 
ковмис (4: 223) ‘Little would be needed by me’.

2+4 (219):
Ошлысь кок туйяссö корсьö (9: 122) ‘Bear’s footprints are seeking out’; 
Тöлыс пöльтiс сылы пиöс (1: 132) ‘The wind has blown a son to her’; Нырыс 
из щельяö инмö (7: 51) ‘[Its] beak gets into a stone cliff’.
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3+4 (145):
Лэчыд шыпурт дорччысь дорис (9: 98) ‘A sharp sword the forger has forged’; 
Шöвкысь чöрöс кокад кöмав (4: 171) ‘Stockings of silk put on your feet’; 
Кор ме аддза аслам синмöн (10: 115) ‘When I see with my own eyes’.

Less frequent are the following variations of word pairs: 1+5 (31 cases), 3+5 
(29 cases), 2+5 (28 cases), 4+5 (22 cases), 3+6 (6 cases), 1+6 (2 cases), 2+6 
(2 cases), 4+6 (1 case), 5+7 (1 case).

а-a-a
The consonance of three words in a line occurs in 107 cases (7%). 

With respect to the intensity of alliteration, i.e. the proportion of weak 
(W) and strong (S) consonance, the following kinds of alliteration are 
observed: W-W-W (61 cases), S-S-S (5 cases), S-W-S (17 cases), W-S-S 
(14 cases), S-S-W (10 cases). From the point of view of the location of 
the consonant words within a line, 13 various combinations are identi-
fied. The most frequent of them is W-W-W, followed by S-S-S, S-W-S, 
W-S-S, S-S-W. Below are examples of the most frequent variations of 
consonant words in this type of alliteration (figures in brackets show the 
number of observations).

1+3+4 (24):
Ветлöдлi ме видзьяс вывтi (8: 53) ‘I used to stroll in the meadows’; Кöнi 
аслам кöкан кöкö (7: 299) ‘Where your cuckoo cuckoos’; Кок зьöм кузя кок 
чунь вылас (41: 193) ‘Down the leg onto the toes’; Вöрö мунi вотöс вотны 
(4: 136) ‘To the forest [I] went to pick berries’; Кöнi дорччан кöлуй куйлö (10: 
269) ‘Where the blacksmith’s belongings are’.

2+3+4 (14):
Сэтчö мöвпöй менам мунны (10: 452) ‘There I have the idea to go’; Весиг 
дорччысь дугдiс дорны (34: 20) ‘Even the blacksmith stopped forging’; 
Киссьöм пиня пöрысь пöчö (10: 208) ‘An old woman who lost her teeth’; 
Мунic вотöс вотны вöрö (34: 210) ‘She set off to pick berries in the forest’.

1+2+3 (23):
Синва саридзлöн сöдз ваысь (41: 202) ‘Tears out of the clear water of the sea’; 
Гажтöм гажнас гажöдчöны (5: 31) ‘They are rejoicing in joyless delight’; 
Синъясысь сöдз синва петiс (4: 469) ‘Out of the eyes clear tears came’; 
Кывзы, корöны кор тэнö (9: 406) ‘Listen, when called you are’; Каттьысь-
кавшась коз пу вылас (10: 135) ‘Climb up the spruce’.
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1+2+4 (19):
Татчö тöв ныр туйяс бокöд (10: 181) ‘Here past the whirlwinds’ paths’; 
Петö пемöс бöрся пемöс (41: 32) ‘One beast after another come out’; Вылас 
вöвлöн мыгöр вöлiс (6: 40) ‘On the top a horse figure was’; Пöрысь пöчö важ 
пась улын (8: 248) ‘An old woman under an old fur coat’; Vowels: Öкмыс 
олöм мортлысь олiс (1: 137) ‘Has lived eight lives of a human being’; Ола 
ассьым лöсьыд олöм (4: 112) ‘I am living my good life’.

Among the other variants are: 2+3+5 (8 cases), 2+4+5 (4 cases), 
1+2+5 (4 cases), 1+3+5 (4 cases), 3+4+5 (2 cases), 2+3+6 (2 cases), 
3+4+6 (1 case), 1+3+6 (1 case), 1+4+5 (1 case).

а-а-а-а
Some of the lines in the translation offer examples of consonance 

based on four words (6 examples, or 0.4%). From the point of view of 
weak and strong alliteration contained in these examples, they belong 
to the following kinds of consonance: 

W-W-W-W: Киас кыдз пу корöсь кутiс (7: 151) ‘In her hands a besom of 
birch she was holding’.
S-W-S-W: Во выль воöн вежсис-колис (1: а235б241) ‘A year was changed 
by a new year’. 
W-S-W-S: Кодыр кöкан кутiс кöкны (4: 501; 44: 188) ‘When the cuckoo 
started cuckooing’.
W-S-S-W: Кодыр кöклысь кöкöм кывза (4: 510) ‘When the cuckooing of the 
cuckoo I hear’.
S-W-W-S: Пуртöс пытшсьыс перйö пуртсö (40: 188) ‘Out of the sheath 
[he] gets the knife’.

a-a+b-b
In some of the lines of the translation alliteration is based on two 

pairs of words (54 cases, or 3.5%). With respect to the intensity of 
alliteration, the following combinations of weak and strong alliteration 
occur in the pairs: S+S (17 cases), W+W (25 cases), S+W/W+S (12 
cases). From the point of view of the location of the consonant words 
in a line, 13 variations are observed. The most frequent combinations 
are: S+S, W+W, S+W/W+S. Variation in the combinations of the con-
sonant words is shown below (figures in brackets show the number of 
observations). 
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1+4 2+3 (12):
Войтыр, кодi коркö воас (9: 578) ‘The people that once will be born’; Сьылi 
мичмöдас мед сикöтш (1: 166) ‘Be the neck decorated with a bead-neck-
lace’; Кöрт пыр паныдасьны кöсйис (9: 68) ‘Iron was still eager to come 
across’; Кодыр нюрса нюйтын куйлiн (9: 289) ‘When in the slime of a marsh 
[you] were lying’.

1+3 2+4 (11):
Позтöм кöклысь помтöм кöкöм (4: 500) ‘The endless cuckoo sounds of 
the nestless cuckoo’; Танi, меöн тöдтöм муас (7: 265) ‘Here, in the soil 
unknown to me’; Кодыр ставыс косьмис, сотчис (9: 382) ‘When everything 
was getting dry, burning’; Кола дорысь кылiс дорччöм (10: 50) ‘From the side 
of the smithy he heard the sounds of forging’.

1+4 2+5 (7):
Эн вöв ыджыд, эн вöв ичöт (9: 278) ‘[You] were not big, were not small’; 
Гашкö, коськ, а, гашкö, кер пом (40: 109) ‘Maybe a rapid, and maybe a part 
of a log’.

1+6 2+5 (7):
Пöжö лун, и мöд лун пöжö (1: 209) ‘Is hatching out for a day and for 
another day is hatching out’.

1+2 3+4 (7):
Кутшöм козин меным мыччан (7: 271) ‘What kind of a present will you give 
me’; Кöкöс кöкöм вылö вордны (10: 416) ‘To bewitch the cuckoos so as they 
cuckoo’; Узьысь Унтамо, вай висьтав (5: 16) ‘The sleeping Untamo, do say’.

Among the rare variations of consonance based on four words are 
such combinations as 1+3 2+5 and 1+4 3+5 that occur twice and 1+2 
4+6; 1+5 2+3; 1+2 4+5; 2+3 4+5; 1+5 3+4; 1+5 2+4 that occur only 
once.

а-а+b-b-b
The pairs of consonant words were found to be complex in some 

lines – one of the members of the pairs consisted not of two but of three 
words (7 examples, or 0.45%):

W–W+S–W–S: Мöвпöй сирасис сьöд сир мoз (4: 213) ‘[My] thought stuck 
like black tar’; Ме ог тэныд и ог мöдлы (4: 21, 107) ‘I am not for you and 
not for anyone else’; Но эз вöв и вытi ичöт (2: 113) ‘But was not too small, 
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either’; Кöк вай, кöкан, кыдз пу вылас (2: 364) ‘Come on, do cuckoo, the 
cuckoo on the birch’;
S–S+S–S–S: «Шуд вай, шуд вай!» – коймöд шуö (4: 488) ‘“Luck be brought, 
luck be brought!” – the third one says’;
S–S+S–W–S: Мунан лун, и мöд лун мунан (34: 143) ‘You will go on one day, 
and on the second day you will go’.

There are also lines in which all (or almost all) the words are consonant. 
Consonance in such lines is of the following types: а-а-а and а-а-а-а. 
Examples of lines in which all the words are consonant are given above 
in the previous parts that describe the two types of alliteration. Here are 
more examples of such consonance:

Сiйö тэныд бур кыв сетас,
Кыдзи веськыд туйöд мунны,
Медым помöдз шог эз жугöд,
Майшасьöмысь медым 
мынны… (5: 218–222)

Ассьыс биа вужсö лэптiс,
Веськыд пельпом бердас пуктiс,
Лыйны лöсьöдчис да лöнис… 
(6: 147–149)

Дзизгигтырйи сiйö лэбалö…
…
Кодзувкотлысь кудзсö кыскö…
(9: 237–…–242)

Сэки Похъёласа инька 
Сетiс сёйны-юны сылы,
Пуксьöдiс паруса пыжö… 
(10: 455–457)

Гашкö, Похъёлаысь сюрö,
Кодi кантелеöн кужö
Бура ворсны, гажлун корсьны… 
(40: 287–289)

Ворсан везъяс вежыньтчисны,
Вöв бöж сiяс орласисны… 
(40: 305–306)

She will give you good advice, 
How to go along a straight road, 
So that you are not broken by grief, 
Get saved from worrying...
(Analogous lines: 5: 211)

The fi ery bow he lifted,
To the right shoulder put, 
To shoot he was ready and quiet 
he was… 

Buzzing it is fl ying …
….
The urine of ants it is carrying …

Then the old woman of Pohjola
Gave food and drinking to him 
Set in a sailing boat …

Maybe, in Pohjola is someone 
Who the psaltery will
Well play, joy will seek …

The musical strings became curved,
The horsehairs got torn … 
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Alliteration in some cases crosses the border of one line and links the 
words of two or more lines:

Шöвк сунисысь тывсö чöвтiс,
Надзöн бöра-водза кыскис…
…
Вяйнöласа ваяс вывтi,
Калевала венöр вомöн… 
(5: 141–…–147)

Кык дай куим войков бöрдiс,
Кузь лунъясöн синва кисьтiс,
Эз тöд, кытысь туйсö 
корсьны… (7: 125–128)

Пöльö, пöлать дорын олысь, 
Еджыд тошка паччöр 
пöжысь… (8: 270–271)

Тадзи коймöд во тшöтш колис 
Сiсьмöм кык коз пу мыр костын,
Кыдз пулöн куим вуж улын. 
(9: 90–92)

Сэтчö мöвпöй менам мунны,
Чужан муын медым кувны… 
(10: 452–453)

Мамыс медводдзаöн корсьö,
Мамыс корсьö, мамыс шогсьö.
Ме и мунi, коньöр мамöй… 
(34: 218–220)

Мечнас зургис саридз гыö,
Пемыд ваö, пыжныс улö,
Пöрысь сирлы пельпомъясас… 
(40: 159–160)

The seine of silk thread he cast,
Slowly forward backward he drew…
...
In the waters of Väinölä,
Through the isthmus of Kalevala…

For two and three days and nights he wept,
For long days tears shed,
Did not know where the way to seek…

An old man beside the stove living,
A white-bearded, sleepyhead ...

Thus a third year [iron] passed
Between two rotten spruce stumps,
Under the three roots of a birch.

There I have the thought to go,
In my homeland to die…

Mother is the fi rst to seek,
Mother seeks, mother is in grief.
So I set off, a poor mother...

With his sword [he] hit the wave,
Into the dark water, under the boat,
Into the shoulders of old pike…

The examples of alliteration and data on the occurrences of allitera-
tion in the translation of the Kalevala by Adolf Turkin provided above 
allow the suggestion that the translator may have attempted to find 
consonant words (three and more) and to introduce them into the text. 
However, alliteration observed in the translation cannot be regarded as 
a characteristic phonetic factor that participates in the organisation of 
the text. It proves to be accidental, not structural.
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The fact that the structural features of the Komi language differ 
from those of the Finnish literary language and from the language of 
the Kalevala explains the limitations in the translation of such a device 
as alliteration. From the point of view of the differences in the phonetic 
features between the two languages it can be noted, for example, that 
Komi has 33 phonemes (7 vowels and 26 consonants) while in Finnish 
the phonemes are less numerous – 21 (8 vowels and 13 consonants) 
(SKJa I: 14, ISK: 37–38). As a consequence, words with the same ini-
tial vowels and consonants in Komi are fewer than in Finnish. As far as 
lexis is concerned, consonant words that would make pairs of synonyms 
(both in the literary language and dialects) are fairly rare in Komi.

4. Some conclusions

To draw a comparison between the results of this analysis and data 
available on other translations of the Kalevala, the frequency of allitera-
tion in several translations, as shown below (see Table 1), is considered. 
Some of the data derive from analyses of the occurrences of consonant 
words in the original text of the Kalevala and in five translations of the 
epic into Hungarian provided by László Lisztóczky, a Hungarian author. 
Lisztóczky has made observations of the occurrences of alliteration in 
the Hungarian translations by Ferdinánd Barna (Kalevala 1871), Béla 
Vikár (Kalevala 1985a), Kálmán Nagy (Kalevala 1975), István Rácz 
(Kalevala 1980), and Imre Szente (Kalevala 2001). The observations are 
based on three fragments taken from three runes – rune 2: lines 1–100, 
rune 4: lines 100–200, rune 9: lines 1–100 (see: Lisztóczky 1998: 109, 
Varga 2010: 124, 135). In addition to the aforementioned findings on the 
Hungarian translations, the table includes our data based on the same 
fragments from the three runes translated into Komi by Adolf Turkin. 
The table also contains data obtained in our observations of the Esto-
nian translation by August Annist (Kalevala 1985b) and of two Russian 
translations – by Leonid Belski (Kalevala 1984), and by Eino Kiuru and 
Armas Mishin (Kalevala 1998). For comparison, our data on the occur-
rences of alliteration in the Komi translations of rune 41 (91 lines) by 
Adolf Turkin (Turkin 1980) and by Vasili Lytkin (Kalevala 1929) are 
also given. 

The table shows that the occurrences of alliteration in the Estonian 
translation are comparable with those in the original text.
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Table 1. The occurrences of alliteration in the Kalevala and in the 
translations of the epic into Hungarian, Estonian, Russian, and Komi

Rune: lines 2: 1–100 4: 100–200 9: 1–100 41

Original text 80 83 80

Hungarian 
translations

F. Barna 21 19 23

B. Vikár 56 43 54

K. Nagy 56 51 67

I. Rácz 100 99 100

I. Szente 194 137 174

Estonian 
translation

A. Annist 97 87 81

Russian 
translations

L. P. Belski 35 28 29

E. Kiuru, 
A. Mishin 

34 35 35

Komi 
translations

A. Turkin 35 51 48 33

V. Lytkin 39

As far as the data on the Russian translations is concerned, it is 
evident that there is only a slight difference between the occurrences 
of alliteration in the two versions. However, the data on the Russian 
translations differ considerably from those on the original text. This 
difference might be conditioned by the typological and structural pecu-
liarities of the two languages. The translators were aware that attempts 
to convey this feature of the original would be wasted (Bel’skij 1915: 
xxiii, Mišin 1998: 14).

In the Komi translation by Adolf Turkin, the occurrences of allitera-
tion are more frequent than in the Russian translations, but are not as 
frequent as in the original – there is a considerable difference in the data. 
It can be assumed that the Russian and Komi translators avoided using 
artificial means to convey alliteration and that consonance observed in 
the translations is accidental. The fact that alliteration in the Komi trans-
lations occurs more frequently than in the Russian translations, implies 
that the Komi language offers more resources for the use of consonant 
words than the Russian language.

The data on the Komi translation by Adolf Turkin are comparable 
with the data on the Hungarian translations by Béla Vikár and Kálmán 
Nagy. In the translation by Ferdinánd Barna alliteration occurs rarely, 
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while in the translations by István Rácz and Imre Szente it is by far more 
frequent than in the original text. Taking into account the observations 
based on the Komi translation and the Hungarian translations by Béla 
Vikár and Kálmán Nagy, it is possible to assume that the Komi and 
Hungarian languages might be more or less equally predisposed to the 
realisations of the phenomenon of alliteration.

Data concerning alliteration in two translations of rune 41 (91 lines) 
into Komi do not differ much, although the version provided by Vasili 
Lytkin appeared 60 years earlier than that provided by Adolf Turkin. 
The earlier version has been written, to all appearances, via a  Russian 
text. Adolf Turkin, according to his statement (Turkin 1985e: 9), did 
not set the aim of conveying the alliteration used in the original text. 
 Taking into account the results of this analysis we propose that the 
Komi language has a predisposition to consonance. Komi is more pre-
disposed to consonance than Russian but less so than Finnish and Esto-
nian. From this point of view, our data show an analogy between Komi 
and  Hungarian.
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Kokkuvõte. Nikolay Rakin: Alliteratsioon Kalevalas ja eepose Adolf 
 Turkini komikeelses tõlkes. Alliteratsioon on Kalevala juhtivaid stiili võtteid. 
Adolf Turkini komikeelse Kalevala tõlke analüüs näitab, et soomekeelse eepose 
eeskujul esineb alliteratsioon üsna sageli ka komikeelses tekstis. Alli teratsiooni 
esinemine tõlkes laseb väita, et tõlkija on püüdnud leida võimalikke alg riimis 
olevaid sõnapaare ja neid kasutanud. Sellest hoolimata ei ole alliteratsioon 
eepose komikeelses tõlkes teksti iseloomustav ja korrastav foneetiline  faktor, 
jäädes juhuslikuks, mitte strukturaalseks nagu algtekstis. Kalevala komi tõlkes 
on 5132 värssi, alliteratsioon esineb neist 1539-s ehk tõlke igas kolmandas 
värsis. Näidete põhiosas on tegemist nõrga alliteratsiooniga, tugev alliterat-
sioon on üsna haruldane. Alliteratsiooni sisaldavad sõnad algavad 28 erineva 
häälikuga (nendest 21 on kaashäälikud ja 7 täishäälikud). Kõige sagedamini 
esinevad sõnapaarid algushäälikutega [k], [v], [p], [m] ja [s]. Tugev alliterat-
sioon on sõnaalgulise silbi (25% algriimilistest värssidest) ja samatüvelise sõna 
(25% algriimilistest värssidest) kordus. Alliteratsiooni kasutuse erinevused 
algtekstis ja tõlkes tulenevad komi keele foneetilistest ja leksikaalsetest oma-
dustest.  Võrreldes soome keelega on komi keeles rohkem foneeme (33 versus 
21) – tulemuseks on samasuguse algusega sõnade väiksem arv. Komi sõnavaras 
puudub vajalik hulk sünonüüme, mille seast võiks leida algriimilisi sõnapaare.

Märksõnad: Kalevala, alliteratsioon, komi keel, tõlkimine


